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Albert Roosenboom Belgian Children With Birds XIX Rt720

6 500 EUR

Signature :  ALBERT ROOSENBOOM 

Period : 19th century

Condition : Bon état

Material : Oil painting

Length : dimensions hors cadre: 24 x 19 cm

https://www.proantic.com/en/1058685-albert-roosenboom-bel

gian-children-with-birds-xix-rt720.html

Dealer

A Coté Antiquités
PAINTING, SCULPTURE, FRAMEWORK, GLASSWARE,

CERAMIC, COLLECTION OBJECTS

Mobile : 06 12 60 39 35

Fax : alainribeyron@hotmail.fr

7 IMPASSE DU ROC

VAUVERT 30600

Description

Two superb oils on canvas forming pendants, in

their period setting, representing children playing

with birds.

The finesse of execution, the expression of looks

and attitudes, elegance, refinement, softness,

tenderness, poetry, so many qualifiers that arouse

admiration.

Signed lower right A ROOSENBOOM.

BIOGRAPHY:

Albert ROOSENBOOM (1845 1875) is a Belgian

painter, genre painter, his favorite subject was

children; He was a pupil of C. Meunier and active

in Brussels between 1865 and 1875. Besides their

artistic value, his works are also admired for the

insight they bring to fashions, interiors and daily

life in the second half of the 19th century. . From

1869, Albert Roosenboom took part in



exhibitions in Brussels, Ghent and London.

Listed in Bénézit.

Condition: Good condition, some light and fine

cracks without gravity, normal wear and small

accidents on the frames

Dimensions with frame: 47 x 42 cm

Dimensions without: 24 x 19 cm

Weight: 3.625 kg and 3.580 kg or 7.205 kg for

the two

SHIPPING:

To know the shipping costs before purchase, click

on Buy online and select your country, or contact

us by email.

CAREFUL PACKAGING.

Tracked, national and international Colissimo

shipment, registered with insurance.

PAYMENT:

Means of payment: French cheque, bank transfer,

Paypal or credit card (via Paypal).

A QUESTION ? :

Francophones: by phone or email. Non-French

speakers: by email. (indicate your country).

Telephone: landline (33) 04 66 51 47 31 Mobile

06 12 60 39 35


